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For Immediate Release 

ERNI Electronics, Inc. increases wire-to-board connector series 

ERNI expands MicroBridge, a connector family for harsh environments 
 

Midlothian, Virginia— April 21, 2020 – ERNI Electronics, Inc. has expanded the 
MicroBridge® connector family, a robust and compact connector for harsh environments.   

ERNI, global manufacturer of electronic connector solutions, is expanding its INTERact® 
products with additional selections for the powerful MicroBridge family.  This single row 
connector boasts a 1.27mm pitch and delivers up to 9A per contact (2 pin) at 20°C in even the 
smallest spaces.  Designed to the tight USCAR-2 and LV214 standards, ERNI’s MicroBridge is a 
wire-to-board connector with males available in both straight and right angle SMT and females 
currently available with a 90° cable outlet with IDC.  Secure mating assurance is due to pre-
aligned housings plus the Koshiri “scoop proof” design.   

This robust connector delivers ease of assembly with audible and haptic feedback during 
mating, yet allows release without tools.  The dual latching feature gives MicroBridge high 
resistance to vibration and shock, with SMT solder clips serving to absorb and displace both.  
Construction of this small pitch connector delivers heat resistance up to 150°C.  This 
combination makes MicroBridge an ideal solution for applications with high temperatures, high 
vibration and the demand for strong current and secure placement, such as those found in 
modern automotive and automation applications.   

Optional features for the MicroBridge include an electrical connector position assurance (e-
CPA).  This e-CPA allows for testing to confirm mating via shortened test pin, one that is not 
dedicated to signal or power, therefore there is no sacrifice to function of the MicroBridge with 
this option.  Other options include color and coding variants. 

MicroBridge male connectors are available in straight and angled SMT versions.  The female 
connectors are available as insulation displacement (IDC) versions and available with a 90-
degree cable outlet.  The double design of the IDC terminal ensures a reliable connection.  
Additionally, the integrated strain relief protects the IDC from mechanical stress caused by 
cable movements.  The single row MicroBridge connector with 1.27mm pitch is available with 
pin counts from two to twenty.  The packaging of tape-on-reel allows for automation 
assembly.  To learn more about ERNI’s MicroBridge connector series, please visit the 
MicroBridge page.     
 
About ERNI: Established in 1947, headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland, and privately held, 
ERNI Electronics is a market leader in the development and production of electrical  
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connectors, cable assemblies, plus cable housings and enclosures.  With locations in over 40 
countries, ERNI is a leading global manufacturer and supplier of quality connectors for the 
automotive, industrial, medical, and communications fields, among others. Locally, ERNI 
Americas’ headquarters are in Midlothian, VA, from which the group provides customer 
support, administration and fulfillment services for local and global customers.  For more 
information about the company, please visit www.erni.com. 

Figure 1: ERNI Electronics Inc.’s MicroBridge®, built to USCAR standards, is 
perfect for hars

 

h environments.
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